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Abstract: Our research is focused on assisting current operations of a public safety Emergency Response System (ERS) in a
large city in Mexico to achieve the international ideal response time of three minutes maximum based on allocating the
optimum number of police patrols. We believe that improvements in patrol response times will strongly improve statistics in
the crime prevention and control as well as in the apprehension of presumable delinquents. The city is composed by eight
police districts and this research integrates an additional district to four previously evaluated. In this research we first
characterized the demand for service and processes linked to the attention of the call and patrol utilization. Next, we built a
stochastic simulation model to reproduce current operating conditions to validate its behavior. Ultimately, we identified the
optimum number of police patrols required to be allocated as back up inventory in each police quadrant within all districts.
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1. Introduction
Even though public safety gradual improvements have been reported in the last two years, there still are alarming
crime statistics in multiple regions in Mexico. Multiple global factors that require urgent international cooperation among
governments seem to be influencing this social condition. However, society must claim its fundamental right to have a safe
environment and actively participate in shaping it and peacefully defending it.
Attaining and preserving the public safety and well-being of society is an imperative function conducted by ERS
(Zaki et al., 1997; Zhang & Brown, 2013). However, this function needs to be fulfilled offering acceptable service levels that
satisfy public safety expectations (Adler et al., 2014). The key performance parameter for ERS is identified by Surkis et al.
(1970) as response time, which is defined as the time interval between answering a call for emergency service and the arrival
of the unit to the location where it is required (D’Amico et al., 2002; Zaki el al., 1997; Stevens et al., 1980).
This research increments former efforts of Holguin-De La Cruz (2012, 2013), escalating the scope of the city’s
number of police districts from four to five out of a total of eight. Equally, the objectives of this research included: (1)
characterization of demand for service and service performance parameters, (2) modeling ideal present conditions identified
as Basic Proposal scenario, (3) modeling scenario with 3 minutes maximum response time restriction (NACCJ, 1973), (4)
identify ideal patrol inventory levels for police quadrants, and (5) identify areas of opportunity for improvement. For this
research the commercial simulation software ProModel 7.0 was utilized.
The newly integrated district to this research is a neighbor to the south of the already integrated downtown district.
This police district is densely populated and has on its west limit an unpopulated mountainous topography. The estimated
population of the city was larger than 1.3 million inhabitants (INEGI, 2007) and it is established in a surface larger than 300
Km2. The city’s ERS provided data from 552 continuous hours where demand for service and response times were obtained
from. Every police district is composed by four quadrants and every quadrant has four patrolling zones. Actual operating
strategy requires one patrol for each patrolling zone of the 16 that integrate a police district. However, this allocation strategy
is often not met due to limited resources.
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